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PHILIP TAAFFE Buddha field, 2011 Mixed media on linen
Photos: Rob McKeever/Courtesy of Gagosian Gallery
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In the Eighties, the art world
developed a tremendous thirst
for painting.

All manner of styles emerged,
veering from the wild extremes of
neo-expressionists such as Anselm
Kiefer and Sandro Chia to cool,
detached "appropriations" or
borrowings of other art, of which
Philip Taaffe was a notable
exponent.

Many of those Eighties painters
burned brightly and faded quickly,
Chia being the prime example.

But in this country, at least, Taaffe's
star has never really had the
opportunity to rise. This first solo
exhibition in London, which featured
16 large paintings, is a stunning
start.

Taaffe still uses imagery that he
finds elsewhere but his pilferings are
so myriad and weaved together with
such energy and chutzpah that his
language has become entirely his
own.

Immediately facing in the largest of Gagosian's rooms is a trilogy of
triangular works which initially look like psychedelic starbursts. But their
trippiness recedes as you close in, and the insistent geometry of medieval
Islamic decorations become dominant. From the great designs of Islam, I
was soon transported to their equivalents in Christian Europe, as the
vibrant hues and the interlacing patterns evoked medieval
stained glass.

And the layers go on: Taaffe's tie-dye effects are actually achieved
through the traditional Japanese orizomegami paper techniques; their
triangular shape evokes the great painting Jericho (196869) by abstract
expressionist Barnett Newman.

Taaffe's paintings zing around in space as well as time - the eye can
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never rest, the paintings shift back and forth spatially as your focus drifts
around them. But this is not to say that his work is an assault on the
senses. Crescent Totem (2011) might feature characteristically broad
imagery, with white crescents set against brightly hued forms evoking
flowers, seeds and the ancient totems of title, but it possesses a calm
beauty belying its visual complexity.

Until May 14 (020 7841 9960, gagosian.com).
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